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Introduction 
One decade of persistent conflict has yielded significant advances in communications and battlefield management 
tools fielded by US and allied forces.  Global Positioning System (GPS) technology has been implemented in areas 
never previously envisioned, including tactical radios, laptop computers, laser range finders, and smart phones.  The 
introduction of SAASM capability in the early ‘90’s significantly reduced the threat of spoofing or jamming of the GPS 
frequencies, further enabling these beneficial applications. 

While dismounted, use of these tools is straight forward and uncomplicated.  A clear view of the sky and GPS 
satellite constellation enables these tools to function to the maximum intent, providing unprecedented situational 
awareness and communications capabilities to the Warfighter.  The issue faced today, however, is the efficient use of 
such tools while mounted inside military ground vehicles or aircraft. Distribution of position, navigation, and timing 

(PNT) information to equipment mounted, or carried, into vehicles 
and aircraft poses a problem, as a clear view of the sky is not 
available for each device.  This issue is prevalent with both 
commercial GPS receivers as well as SAASM based military GPS 
receivers.  This barrier has historically been overcome by the use 
of an RF splitter and a mix of multiple DAGR devices, embedded 
GB-GRAM receivers, GPS antennas, and GPS retransmission 
systems.  In most cases, a single DAGR is used to provide a 
secure GPS message (ICD-GPS-153 compliant) to a single 
device, such as a tactical radio or FBCB2 computer (Shown in 
Figure 1).  In other cases, each of the GPS enabled devices must 
incorporate a single GB-GRAM GPS receiver into their design to 
provide secure GPS messages. 

In a case study of the US Army’s Stryker Command Vehicle (CV), up to three tactical radios, an onboard navigation 
computer, electronic warfare device, and remote weapon station all require secure PNT information driven by 
multiple DAGR devices and GB-GRAM cards.  This solution has proven to be unaffordable, unsustainable, and 
unrealistic across the growing fleet.  

In November 2012, GPS Source announced the release of a new low-cost, secure GPS 
signal distribution hub, called GLI-FLOTM (Figure 2), which will address these issues.  It 
eliminates the need for multiple DAGR devices, embedded GB-GRAM receivers, and 
multiple GPS antennas.  It is an affordable, sustainable, and realistic approach to 
providing the Warfighter with secure PNT information to more efficiently execute the 
mission, and is now available.   

The purpose of this white paper is to communicate the applications in which GLI-FLO 
will support vehicle or aircraft integration programs, vehicle recapitalization efforts, or 
new vehicle systems integration projects to more efficiently distribute secure ICD-GPS-
153 and NMEA 0183 compliant PNT data to up to four devices. 

Figure 2.  GLI-FLO 
PNT Distribution Hub 

Figure 1.  DAGR Feeding FBCB2 Computer 
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GLI-FLO Description & Benefits 
GLI-FLO is a secure GPS position, navigation, and timing (PNT) signal distribution device, a “GPS hub.”  One GLI-
FLO has the same capability as four DAGR devices, or GB-GRAM receivers.  One GLI-FLO in a platform mounted 
application, distributes secure GPS data to multiple peripheral devices.  It can serve secure GPS data to as many as 
eight requesting applications, with custom cables.  GLI-FLO serves ICD-GPS-153 PNT data simultaneously to 
multiple communications, battlefield management, or weapon systems that require GPS information while functioning 
off a single RA-1 or RA-2 DAGR antenna. It routes PNT data while secured in the same bracket used by the DAGR 
and utilizes standard DAGR accessory cables. It gives the existing mounted DAGRs opportunity to be more 
effectively utilized in dismounted and infantry operations. 
 
GLI-FLO offers a total of four output RS-232/422 serial ports, identical in function to the DAGR J2 port.  In addition, 
GLI-FLO is equipped with a 6-pin audio connector for crypto key fill, 
SINCGARS/key fill connector identical to DAGR J1, and coax GPS input port.  It 
mounts into the existing DAGR mounting bracket, is capable of receiving 9-
32VDC power input (equivalent to a mounted DAGR), and is compatible with all 
DAGR accessories.  There are multiple timing interfaces (eight with custom 
cabling), including 1 PPS input, 1PPS UTC, 10 PPS UTC, 1 PPS T-Mark, 
HAVEQUICK output, and SINCGARS Mode 3 interface. 
 
Two forms of GLI-FLO are available; embedded GB-GRAM receiver or non-
embedded GPS receiver.  The embedded GB-GRAM option offers direct 
replacement of up to eight DAGR devices, each serving the specific application 
messaging requested by the downstream equipment.  The non-embedded GPS 
Receiver option requires input from a single DAGR device to provide secure GPS information distributed in the same 
manner as the latter. 
 
GLI-FLO is designed to save space, weight, and power (SWaP) when integrated into a military ground vehicle or 
aircraft over the current paradigm.  The device reduces cost by eliminating the need for multiple DAGRs and/or GB-
GRAM cards to support operations with secure GPS signals, providing a single point of secure GPS signal 
distribution with the platform. Further savings are realized by utilizing standard DAGR accessory cables, mounting 
brackets, and existing RA-1/RA-2 antennas.  With GLI-FLO, there is zero impact to subscriber application 
software/hardware.  Most importantly, there is no need to rely on expensive GB-GRAMS integrated into each LRU 
within the platform, driving down acquisition cost and maintenance for multiple systems onboard vehicles and aircraft. 

GLI-FLO Applications 
GLI-FLO is designed for use in mounted applications.  It supports systems integrated to a military ground vehicle or 
aircraft, where multiple devices require secure GPS input to achieve full functionality.  A case study of the US Army’s 
Stryker platform suggests 3-6 DAGR and/or GB-GRAMs can be eliminated from each Command Vehicle (CV) with 
the use of GLI-FLO.  These savings are similar across the full fleet of ground vehicles in the DoD, including HMMWV, 
MRAP, and heavier vehicles within the Brigade Combat Team (BCT) structure.  Upgrade programs designed to bring 
WIN-T, JBC, Nett Warrior and other modernized communications and networking equipment to the vehicle can 
benefit from GLI-FLO.   
 

Figure 3.  GLI-FLO PNT Distribution 
Hub 
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Similar applications also hold true within the military aviation and rotorcraft market.  Today’s CH-47 Chinook can 
benefit from a single point of secure PNT signal distribution with a growing number of GPS enabled systems serving 
passengers during combat operations.  By providing a capability to integrate customer-centric communications and 
networking equipment to the aircraft, such as laptop computers, rugged smart displays, handheld GPS receivers, and 
tactical radios, the platform can provide a seamless means for the Warfighter to improve situational awareness 
ahead of his arrival on the battlefield.  This significantly improves his lethality and survivability.  Similarly, the C-130 
fleet is seeing an increased number of PNT enabled systems carried on board prior to takeoff.  Fixed wing platforms 
can provide the same type of benefits to their passengers to improve situational awareness during transport, 
including more efficient voice and data communications, as well as moving map capability for battlefield 
management.  Beyond the US, many international allies are modernizing their platforms and networking systems and 
can benefit in the same manner. 
 
In the declining budget environment, GLI-FLO offers a huge benefit to platform managers, platform operators, and 
maintainers.  It also provides systems integrators with a means to more efficiently distribute secure GPS data within 
the confines of their platform.  A standard interface design enables GLI-FLO to provide low cost PNT information to a 
wide variety of vehicles and host systems so platform managers and integrators can use common DAGR accessories 
to support installation of GLI-FLO.  

GPS Source Contact Information 
If you have any questions related to the information contained within the white paper, or for more information related 
to GPS Source products, specifications, or quotations, please contact: 

 Brian Paul 
 Defense Business Development Manager 
 GPS Source, Inc – An AS9100 Certified & Veteran Owned Small Business 
 +1 719.565.8589 (Cell) 

+1 248.853.2352 (Desk) 
 Email:    bpaul@gpssource.com 
 Website:   www.gpssource.com 
 NAICS:    334220, 334290, 334511, 541330, 541690, 541710, 334419 
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